
7.7 (Betina De Gorordo) Bold and beautiful, here is an approach that boils everything 
down in a way that is extremely effective as well as eye-catching.  Page 5 leaves no doubt 
that one must have a clear sense of one’s concepts as well as one’s data to do something 
like this.  This student’s conclusions are exactly what one might hope would result from 
this kind of outstanding work. 
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This is exercise was about power. My goal was to 
understand relationships and perhaps intricate past 
stories that might make a gorilla behave a certain way 
with another one. For that, I set myself to record every 
demonstration of power given by any of the gorillas at the 
family’s habitat in the Lincoln Park Zoo. 

INTRODUCTION

Power and status are two concepts that as humans we 
deal with on daily basis–whether we realize it or not. 
The subtleties of how we interact with one another, and 
things like cultural differences or personalities sometimes 
make it harder to discover when we are presented with 
a demonstration of status or power. In fact, it may be so 
embedded in the way that we conduct ourselves that we 
don’t realize that we are engaging in a form of power over 
another person. As I see it, the main distinction between 
power and status is that power is imposed to the recipient, 
and status is conferred by him or she. In the case of the 
gorillas, the troop’s hierarchy, the intricate relationships 
they have, their pasts and situations that may have 
occurred before, all have a place in the power and status 
demonstrations we see as observers. The purpose of this 
exercise was too look closely at those interactions to try 
to uncover and understand how and perhaps why things 
happen in the habitat they way they do.

SESSION 8 
REPORT: POWER

By: Betina de Gorordo
Date: October 14th, 10:46 am
Duration: 60 minutes.
Location: Regenstein Center For African Apes at the 
Lincoln Park Zoo, Family’s habitat

EXERCISE
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OBSERVED 
SUBJECTS:

HABITAT’S MAP:

Log Tree Stairs

Rooftop

Wire-wallBamboos

Right-side net

Front-left net

Back-left net

Middle-room

Right Wall-rootsLeft Wall-roots

POWER & STATUS 
DEMONSTRATIONS

This exercise was carried out in the family’s 
habitat. First it is important to see the 
different locations and areas where the 
gorillas carry out their lives, in order to be 
able to place them in space and time and 
discover patterns of interactions. 

This is a quick sketch of the area and the 
different elements and zones observed in 
this session:
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Scene A: 
Kwan moving to the center displacing Bana and Patty

Scene B: 
Kwan moving to the rooftop displacing Rollie to the net, 
Bahati moving down to the floor to get food, Bana moving 
to the roots on the left.

Scene C:
Rollie going down [displacing Bahati?], Kwan moving closer 
to Bahati on the roots.

Scene D:
Rollie moving to the log, Bahati moving to the rooftop, then 
climbing down, and Kwan follows climbing down too.

Scene E:
Kwan moves to the right-side of the room in the middle of 
the habitat. He holds the wire-wall of the room on the right 
side. With his pinky finger picks at a plastic object that 
hangs on the inside. Then he moves to the center-front area 
of the habitat (close to the windows) looks at Rollie on the 
log, then continues moving to the let-side of the room in 
the middle. Rollie comes back to the center/right area of 
the habitat.

Scene F:
Bahati climbs back to the wall-roots on the right side. Rollie 
moves to the right-back of the room, close to the wire 
wall on the far right. Kwan moves from the left-side of the 
middle-room, to the right side of it. Then he walks towards 
the door.

Scene G:
Rollie moves from the far-right of the room, slightly left, 
to the bamboos (still on the right zone of the habitat). 
Kwan comes back into the habitat, then he climbs up the 
bamboos to the rooftop. He is carrying some kind of fern 
plant. 

POWER & STATUS 
DEMONSTRATIONS

A. K displacing Ba and P

B. K displacing R

B. R displacing Bi

C. R displacing Bi
C. K approaching Bi

E. K checking on R
E. R coming closer to K

F. R displacing Bi

F. K surrounding the room

F. K heading out

G. R coming to the center

G. K coming back

D. R moving away, Bi moving 
closer

D. Bi moving down, Kwan 
moving too

POWER OR STATUS MOVES:
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Scene H:
Patty, who was with Bana, climbs and sits on top of her. 
Nayambi is playing in the net on the right side, and looks 
at Kwan on the rooftop. Bahati is looking at Kwan with her 
lower-lip bent down and outwards. Patty climbs the tree, 
up the rooftop, crossing on the edge, not coming to close 
to Kwan who is resting there. She steals a little bit of the 
fern-like-plant from Kwan, who looks over at her, stares 
for a second and then goes back to resting. Patty keeps 
walking towards the net where Nayambi is. 

Scene I:
Bahati comes to the net where both Patty and Nayambi 
were with the fern-like-plant and takes it from them. Bana 
is still on the wall-roots on the left, and Rollie in the floor on 
the right side of the room. Bahati is holding the plant and 
Nayambi comes close to her, almost to close. Bahati pulls 
the plant away from Nayambi, and Nayambi goes back to 
the net.

Scene J:
Bahati climbs down holding the fern-like plant in her hands 
and gets a lettuce stalk from the floor, then climbs back to 
the wall-roots on the right. Nayambi comes closer to where 
Bahati is, looking at the plant she’s holding in her hand. 
Some of it falls from Bahati’s hand and Nayambi manages 
to steal it. Then, Nayambi takes off to the tree with a little 
of the fern-like-plant in her hand.

Scene K:
Rollie moves to the log, and pees. Kwan comes down from 
the rooftop, and walks towards Rollie. 

Scene L:
Kwan goes to the right side of room in the middle of the 
habitat, and sticks his pinky finger in, the same way he did 
before. Then he walks around the room to the left side of it.  
Rollie is now on the right-side net. Bahati and Bana are on 
the wall-roots on the right and left side, respectively. Then 
Kwan goes back to the right side of the room, and then 
makes a sudden move to the far right of the room [What 
was that about?]. 

Scene M:
Bana climbs down the wall-roots on the left, with Patty 
in her back. Bahati, taking advantage of Bana’s move, 

H. P sitting on top of Ba

H. N looking at K

H. Bi looking at K

H. P coming close to K

H. P stealing a plant from K

H. K looking at P

I. Bi stealing the plant from P 
and N

I. N staring at Bi

J. Bi climbing down

J. N approaching Bi

J. N stealing plant from Bi

K. R moving to the log

K. K climbing down and 
coming close to R

L. K surrounding the room

L. K making sudden move

M. Ba leaving a spot
M. Bi taking the spot Ba left

I. Bi pulling the plant away 
from N

POWER OR STATUS MOVES:
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switches positions from the wall-roots on the right to the 
ones on the left. Then Bana heads out, leaving Patty inside. 
Kwan comes back to the left side of the room in the middle, 
and rests his back on the wall, looking at the windows. 

Scene N:
Bana is outside, Rollie on the net on the right side with 
Nayambi, Bahati on the wall-roots on the left, and patty 
in the tree. Kwan moves to the right side of the room in 
the middle, and then returns to the left side of it, making a 
pause in his path to look at the outside part of the habitat. 
After a couple seconds on the left-side he returns to the 
right.

M. K looking at the windows

N. K looking at the windows

N. K surrounding the room

M. K looking at the windows

N. K looking at the windows

H. P sitting on top of Ba

H. N looking at K

H. Bi looking at K

H. P coming close to K

H. K looking at P

I. N staring at Bi

J. Bi climbing down

J. N approaching Bi

K. R moving to the log

K. K climbing down and 
coming close to R

L. K making sudden move

M. Ba leaving a spot

M. Bi taking the spot Ba left

N. K surrounding the room

H. P stealing a plant from K

I. Bi stealing the plant from P and 
N

J. N stealing plant from Bi

L. K surrounding the room

I. Bi pulling the plant away from 
N

A. K displacing Ba and P

B. K displacing R

B. R displacing Bi

C. R displacing Bi

C. K approaching Bi

E. K checking on R

E. R coming closer to K

F. R displacing Bi

F. K surrounding the room

F. K heading out

G. R coming to the center

G. K coming back

D. R moving away, Bi 
moving closer

D. Bi moving down, Kwan 
moving too

STATUS MOVES: POWER MOVES:

Moves listed in scene order.

Warm colors highlighting the most 
intense power demonstration 
(red) to the least (light yellow).

Green color highlighting status 
demonstrations that have the  
potential to be power moves.
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SCENE DIAGRAMS

Scene A:

Scene C:

Scene B:

Scene D:

Scene E: Scene F:
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SCENE DIAGRAMS

Scene G: Scene H:

Scene I: Scene J:

Scene K: Scene L:
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SCENE DIAGRAMS

Scene M: Scene N:

One of the thoughts I had while observing the gorillas for 
this session, is how little privacy they have from human 
observers during the open hours of the zoo. Now, this 
might not be ideal for the zoo as a business, but I wonder 
if for the gorillas sake a private area might provide a 
temporary safe place that could disrupt the current 
hierarchy. 

Thinking about how Bahati took the fern-like plant away 
from Patty and Nayambi, and how if they had a place, 
where only they could fit because of their size, might have 
allowed them to enjoy the plant and not get it stolen by 
Bahati. If a hiding place is available for everyone, on the 
other hand, it could be claimed by the Silver Back, which 
would result in reinforcing, and not disrupting, the current 
hierarchy structure. Therefore considering things like size 
would be important for a hiding place such as the one 
needed on this occasion by the two girls.

HABITAT DISRUPTION
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Following power moves, and distinguishing them from 
status moves, helped me a lot to understand the nuances 
in the relationships between the different troop members. 
I was able to recognize patterns of displacement that 
otherwise where invisible to me, and now I can clearly 
see patterns of movement either in the same or opposite 
directions in a way that I didn’t see before. 

This is very useful for me because I feel the transformation 
in the way that I see the different members of the troop, 
but also in what interests me and why. I think now I can 
start identifying areas I need to explore further, and to craft 
projects or concepts I want to develop in a deeper way. 

I enjoyed being able to not totally track time under the 
timer, but at the same time I feel that tracking time helps 
me later, in the analysis process. I found myself tracking 
time while I was noting down my observations, and not 
being able to disregard it. I felt while observing certain 
events might seem lengthier or quicker that they are in 
reality, and by keeping track of time I am able to make sure 
I can go back to an event and see its true development in 
time and not a made up one.

CONCLUSION



 


